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MACRON MAKES GREAT ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE DAY AGAINST VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN
A GIANT STEP IN FRENCH SOCIETY

Paris, Washington DC, 28.11.2017, 16:17 Time

USPA NEWS - "The feeling of horror and what has taken a thickness since has peoples a year. It's all shame that comes after when
you're a public man, I was a candidate and now I'm president we can not say it's trivial or acceptable or ambiguous. " President
Macron spoke about recent business events - including Harvey Weinstein's - of sexual harassment and the release of speech that
followed. "This subject was much less said, and you silenced and when I started this great march as a candidate to bring up
information from the field and the greatest concern that has emerged above the others was that of the violence made fake women.
"President Macron announced, as a strong and committed introduction, to mark the day of the commemoration of the Day of the Fight
against violence against Women, of 25 November.

"The feeling of horror and what has taken a thickness since has peoples a year. It's all shame that comes after when you're a public
man, I was a candidate and now I'm president we can not say it's trivial or acceptable or ambiguous. " President Macron spoke about
recent business events - including Harvey Weinstein's - of sexual harassment and the release of speech that followed.
"This subject was much less said, and you silenced and when I started this great march as a candidate to bring up information from
the field and the greatest concern that has emerged above the others was that of the violence made fake women. "President Macron
announced, as a strong and committed introduction, to mark the day of the commemoration of the Day of the Fight against violence
against Women, of 25 November.

"Since this immense liberation of speech so that their cause is at the heart of the public debate and dogmas that also want engaged.
And if some continue to denounce, many consider that this word is not delivered by them, it is still in shame because of injustice as a
spiral. This cry, this clamour is also that of every man, because the unacceptable character is in every place, the Republic must take
care of that and protect the woman.------------------------------------------------------------------------
A clamour will finally be audible to all, and the lid will rise. This word is without filter and without convenience. Some are careless
because they do not see suffering. This wave of liberation speech is still marked by sexism, or many places, anecdotes, this brutality is
present daily with this violence. By the domination is at the origin of these acts, as the harassment and the violence due to the extreme
domination of the sex. "Explained the President of the Republic.
THE ILLEGITIMATE SHAME OF THE VICTIM MUST BE REVERSE TO THE AGGRESSOR--------------------------------
“Shame is illegitimate for the victim because she is already a victim and must become the perpetrator of the aggression and a shame
civic and national. The Republic must civilize and bring equality and a right of justice that the republic must bring everywhere without
reaching the conscience. They are not criminals like the others, often ceasing to be brothers, friends, a concubine, a colleague, they
would lure the close circle of ordinary citizens to whom we have failed to teach by our school or our laws, explained the President of
the Republic.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
“Concerning the aggressors or the sexual predators, we believe them honorable because often they have a normal life and it is them
which disgraces us and disgraces our vision of France and the barbarism and does not want to be denounced because it belongs to
the close entourage . Under their blows, the abuses, there is in France a woman who dies every three days. We must all feel resting
and I propose to give a minute of silence, Sophie, Anna, Amelie, Fatima and Catherine, are among the 123 women who died in 2016.
The hearing at the request of the President of the Republic observed a minute of silence in tribute to these battered women raped. "It
was a great moment of emotion, with the 400 urgent people, coming from different backgrounds, but whose common point is the
commitment of these women vis-Ã -vis the the fight against sexism and violence against women.“�Explained the President of the
Republic.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
President Macron, in good connoisseur of literary evoked works and memory Françoise Hériter, who "knew with precision an
admirable force that points in our societies and had built with cultural explanations and rituals and had shown by biology and physics,
at the time or the superiority of men over women. Then we deconstructed it. It takes time and humility to operate and deconstruct it.
These men (attackers) choose housewives at work or harass them on public spaces, transport. That which had to be secure, becomes
hunting space. The reign of authority or rank and family connection owes to violence by moral or hierarchical authority of their being.
Reaching a woman's body always has dramatic consequences and destroys her identity and personality. 



IT IS THE PART OF HUMANITY AND CITIZENSHIP TO WHICH AGGRESSORS WAIVE------------------------------------
"It's time for the shame to change sides and they must be vilified benchmark brought to justice without any complacency and excuse it
goes for our Republican pact France should no longer be this shrink or women are afraid of male aggressors . I do not want a society
of the delation and not to fall into this denunciation which is not our Republic but I am the guarantor everywhere the law must pass but
our strength which maintains our Republic. It is the behavioural civility of equals, and to look together and build together and far from
doubt of monition. This dignity must be established. I pledged that the cause of the five-year and the first pillar is the fight against
violence to women "promised President Macron.
BUDGET DEVOTED TO LEGALITY GENDER WOMEN TO REACH HIGHEST LEVEL IN 2017----------------------------
The budget will reach its highest level in 2017, an increase already increased by 13% will be sanctioned throughout the five-year
period. The Gender Equality Budget will be 420 € M, in 2018. This action is not limited to finances. I thank Prime Minister Edouard
Philippe and five other ministers who have redesigned your commitment and your determination to act. This fight must be that of the
Nation.
WE WILL PLACE THREE PRIORITIES
1- EDUCATION EQUALITY
2- COMPLETING THE VICTIMS
3 -REINFORCE THE REPRESSIVE MEANS
The wave of liberation for two months tells us that our whole society is sexist and that we must act stereotypically and clichés and then
produce inequalities between girl and male and female. It is necessary to spread the culture of equality, to deepen mentalities. There
will be a policy affirmed with several levers, of which education is the main lever. Early childhood professionals will be trained for
education fighting the male and female relations of domination, added the President of the Republic.

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING AND VISUAL AUDIO MESSAGES-----------------------------------------------------------
"In advertising, and marketing, playing virile images and showing the body of women. This relationship of tension and submission must
not become a reference and the formation of the masters is different. This should allow us to regulate these contents. Regarding Visual
Audit and for that I thank the director of France TV for educational content for our youngest and the CSA will pass on the content and
avoid propaganda and observe messages transform. But we must also regulate the content of the internet and pornography with the
custody of the seals we will review the framework of visual content and take into account the evolution of digital for this essential
control and basic care of the Republic. " explained President Macron
LEGISLATION TO BE IMPLEMENTED 2018 PREVENTION OF CYBER HARASSMENT------------------------------------
"The President of the Republic then made major legislative announcements: From the next school year 2018, educational and social
and extracurricular staff must learn to decrypt and repent on pornography. On one hand, we can not deplore violence in women and
leave young minds subjected to pornography. It will take a common language payment against stereotypes. "
SCHOOLS WILL TRAIN OFFICIALS AND PUBLIC SERVICES TO AVOID VIOLENCE TO WOMEN IN TRANSPORT, announced
President Macron, stressing the importance of not neglecting the regions DOM TOM (Overseas) will be affected by the example. With
regard to transport, for example, the art of the bus on demand in the evening, if the woman who is afraid, has been tried in Bordeaux,
is an essential element of improvement in public service. By the very transformation of our understandings will change things so that
the vulnerability of the moments changes. This vigilance and our mobilisation we will take care in particular in the DOM TOM, because
the violence and harassment were justified by cultural or geographical reasons. The public service must be national y corps in the
DOM TOM region, this training campaign will also be demanding in the DOM TOM, and the reinforced education system. "
FIRST GREAT NATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY DIALING 3919--------------------------------------------
The destination of the whole society and will have for objectives numero steps to call as 3919, sites to consult “STOP VIOLENCE
WOMEN“�, to sensitise the women to the violence and inviting the personnel to help women, explained the French Head of State.
DISCRIMINATION IN HIRING FOR WOMEN WILL BE SANCTIONED-----------------------------------------------------------
"And the state will engage and testing operations on job interview and objectify and the role of the state is to mobilise actors and trust
and stigmatise and the state does not do it alone. The gaming, fashion and cosmetics industries will deepen their representation of
women. Because everyone in their daily choices and expressions will take into account this cultural battle. "Promised President
Macron

WE WILL IMPLEMENT A THE PACT OF EQUALITY MEN AND WOMEN & ANY OTHER COMBAT FOR VICTIMS
President Macron has also announced next steps to be implemented soon according to the gender equality pact: "The criminal
complaint is difficult to cross because it is superior or a relative and the fear that it should the links of the family and fear of the
essentials. Of the 225,000 women raped or harassed, less than 5% filed a complaint and went through the associations. We must help
them file a complaint. We will set up an online site for the victim to be hugged from her home to the police station and this report from



the beginning of 2018 and will be in interactive and instant form, with police exchange formed 24/7 and with work between the Ministry
Justice and the Interior and mobilizations on this platform."----------------------------
President Macron also added, according to his own convictions: "As far as health professionals are concerned, often the victims are
already injured and it is necessary to systematically question whether or not they are being harassed by a health professional, will be
the starting point is the click for the complaint. When a woman is the victim of violence in her vulnerability she also suffers the shame
that accompanies her suffering, must be taken care of without having to go to the police station the next day. So we will facilitate this
journey, and help to roll back evidence before the lawsuit. "
SUFFERING AND EXCISIONS MUST BE PUNISHED AND STOPPED-------------------------------------------------------------
"There are five times more attempts of suicide and loses four years of life because of the trauma of violence. In psychological hospitals
will be put in place a service of consultation and reconstruction. Psychotraumatic care will be covered by social security. France will
continue to fight against the universal card of women's rights. French women who are the subject of this barbarity of excision will pay
particular attention to migrant women seeking asylum, those fleeing their countries and fleeing this excision for themselves and their
little girls, "insisted the President Macron
JUSTICE WILL REACH WOMEN AND NOT THE REVERSE-------------------------------------------------------------------------
"The time will come for justice to go to women and not the other way around. The workplace must be a place to be listened to and
respected. The Minister of Labor, Muriel Penicaut, wrote to social workers to set up workplace anti-sexism. I wish at the Prime Minister
level, there is a multidisciplinary work that has been put in place. At the workplace and the administration, we will set up dedicated
listening cells and dedicated places in the hierarchy and the digital application of victim assistance and cyber-violence, which the
federation has created on 3919. Speaking at this level must be a path to security, "said President Macron
THE REPRESSIVE DEVICE WILL BE REINFORCED FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT-------------------------------------------
President Macron then emphasised the harassment of women in public transport. "Street harassment, since the unbridled speech of
the stalkers, who challenge, insult and stigmatise. In all neighbourhoods women can not be afraid in some neighbourhoods. We will
create the concept of “Sexist outrage" on an amount. This is a deterrent, because when this contempt is considered minor, all too often
women victims give up, including the magistrates. Cameras will be installed in daily police transport. Judicial time often exhausts
limitation period, especially on minor victims whose psychological effects heavier. By the unsaid, settled by this word in faith and to
watch for no effect we have decided.“�
THE PRESCRIPTION PERIOD WILL BE EXTENDED FROM 20 TO 30 YEARS--------------------------------------------------
"The Sexism and Violence Against Women Bill in 2018. We can not accept that these mines, an 11 year old child has had a consenting
relationship with an adult. The judge must always have a good appreciation, but it is the law to give him a legal framework. The
presumption of consent should not be blurred, depending on age according to the country. This is a new subject and with seriousness
and discipline will be discussed in the National Assembly.“� President Macron then emphasised
PRESIDENT MACRON WISHES SEXUAL MAJORITY TO BE FIXED 15 YEARS-----------------------------------------------
"We should align the sexual majority at age 15, (Applause) for the sake of consistent protection of minors and all points. I give you an
intimate conviction. These are the announcements of the major actions of the quinquennium to ensure more equality and fight against
violence.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
You are no longer alone because you have with you a government a Prime Minister and a President of the Republic."
EQUALITY IN WORKING SOCIETY AND IN THE MEDIA IS NECESSARY FOR WOMEN AGAINST MEN "It is necessary
educational cultural sanitary and social and legal and sometimes police and involves you all. This fight on perverted portrayals of men
and women, I will be particularly attentive so that this egalitarian society fairer and I count on your vigilance "
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